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“We live side-by-side with this nation, we even, as it were, listen to their music,
we comment, analyse and judge about this nation,
not knowing anything about them.”2
Are there any previous studies?
• In 2006 the study “Manifestations of Intolerance and Promotion of Tolerance
in Latvia” (authors: Ilze Šūlmane, Sergejs Kruks)3 was published. Analysis of
seven major daily newspapers led to the conclusion that: “In general, neutral
attitude towards all minorities dominates, more positive statements have been
dedicated to Roma, whereas negative – to Muslims and Chechens. With regard
to other groups the discourse of the press is neither clearly inclusive, nor
exclusive, the editorial attitude most often is unclear. Compared to
representatives of other ethnic groups, Roma and black people are more often
personified, presented as individuals.” It is concluded in the study that
“positive (44%) and neutral (32%) attitude prevails in reflection of Roma”.
Roma are most often examined in the context of Latvia (66%). With respect to
Roma the traditional practice of describing culture on the level of individuals
or the habitual prejudices on the group level can be observed. Roma are
mentioned in connection with racism and discrimination, cultural topics and
crime (15, 13 and 10%). Roma are included in Latvian society (54% of cases –
inclusive discourse). When speaking about Jews, Roma and Chechens, their
origins and status are underscored.
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Jekaterina Kirjuhina, Latvian Centre for Human Rights, and Dainis Krauklis, the head of Association
for Society Integration Alternativas, participated in selecting and analysing the materials. The report
was prepared as part of the project “Roma of Latvia – between the Past and the Future”, in
implementing the campaign of the Council of Europe “Dosta! Enough! Go beyond prejudice, meet the
Roma.” The aim of the Council of Europe campaign “Dosta! Enough! Go beyond prejudice, meet the
Roma” is to create a closer link between Roma and non-Roma, facilitating understanding and active
participation that would break down obstacles created by prejudices and stereotypes. The campaign is
being implemented in all member states of the Council of Europe since 2007. Latvia joined this
campaign in 2009. More about the campaign: http://www.dosta.org/lv/content/eiropas-padomeskampa%C5%86-%E2%80%9Edosta-p%C4%81rk%C4%81p-aizspriedumiem-iepaz%C4%ABstiromus%E2%80%9D-latvij%C4%81
2
Marija Naumova: čigāni jeb romi ir īpaša tauta, kas saglabājusi savu mūziku, 29.08.2013. Accessible:
http://www.diena.lv/diena-tv/izklaide/naumova-cigani-jeb-romi-ir-ipasa-tauta-kas-saglabajusi-savuidentitati-14022534
3
Accessible: http://cilvektiesibas.org.lv/site/record/docs/2012/07/13/neiec_laikr_txt.pdf

•

•

In 2007 the study “Challenge to Civic Participation. Analytical Report on the
Saeima [Parliament] and Media Monitoring”.4 Roma were included as one of
the groups to be analysed. Analysis of the content of seven newspapers led to
the conclusion that, compared to other minority groups, Roma have been
mentioned in an excluding way only some times (9 cases) and that “intolerant
expressions are almost not used with respect to Roma” (6 cases).
From1 January to 1 August 2011, the Ombudsman’s Bureau conducted a study
with the aim of exploring the way information about the Roma community is
reflected in major Latvian newspapers (Diena, Latvijas Avīze, Neatkarīgā Rīta
Avīze, newspapers “Час”, “Телеграф”, “Вести Сегодня”) and Internet
portals (Delfi, TVNET, Apollo). The Ombudsman’s Bureau in its research
established that there was relatively little information about the Roma
community in mass media and that information about Roma musicians, crime
news, as well as foreign news about Roma prevailed.5

What is the aim of the monitoring? Media are used to present information and
opinions. Media content is used to form attitude towards various societal groups.
Media tell us, what kind of people live around us, how to treat them and what to
expect from them. Even though the mission of media, inter alia, is to promote and to
reflect cultural diversity, analysis of media content shows that they continue to
promote stereotypes and repeat misconceptions about some minority groups. Roma is
one among these groups, being frequently presented in media as offenders, thus
reinforcing the negative perception of Roma that is already widespread in society.
The aim of the monitoring is to identify the reflection of Roma in Latvian media,
focusing upon the following issues:
- are the media writing/ showing/ telling about Roma, how frequently;
- the topics that the media most often write/ tell about;
- who speaks about these topics and to what extent the community itself has the
possibility to express its opinion;
- what the visual presentation is like and what kind of designations of the group
are used;
- likewise, comments by the readers of news portals are focused upon, analysing
both the content of comments and appropriateness for the content of a news
item or a publication.

What, where and in when has been analysed?
What? Articles, news items, publications, TV and radio stories, reflecting
information about the Roma community in Latvia. These may be both articles and
TV/ radio stories, dedicated in full to Roma issues (for example, Roma education,
Roma villages, Roma mediators), and publications and TV / radio stories mentioning
Roma indirectly, for example, as one of the groups, the problems of which have been
pointed out by international organisations. Articles reflecting events abroad or
situation of the Roma community in foreign countries were not included in the
analysis.

4
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Accessible: http://providus.lv/upload_file/Publikacijas/monitoringa__zinojums_17012008.pdf
Information provided by the Ombudsman’s Office.
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Where? National and regional newspapers (Diena, Neatkarīgā Rīta Avīze, Latvijas
Avīze, Vesti, Ventas Balss, Kurzemnieks, Zemgales Ziņas, Latgales Laiks, etc.) and
Internet news portals(diena.lv, delfi.lv, tvnet.lv, apollo.tvnet.lv, kasjauns.lv, lsm.lv,
focus.lv, pilseta24.lv, etc.) in Latvian and Russian.
TV stories (LTV, LTV 7, LNT, TV3, PBK, regional televisions) and radio broadcasts
(Latvian Radio, commercial radio stations).
Which period is covered? Analysis of media content covers the years 2013 and
2014. However, some publications of 2015 have been focused upon.
Analysis in numbers:
Source
Articles, news items,
publications
TV stories
Radio stories

2013
80

2014
78

14
18

18
10

What are the topics that media are writing/ narrating about?
In 2013 –2014 three topics were predominantly reflected in media:
1) Issues of Roma education (35 publications/ news and 17 TV/radio stories):
-

in connection with the proposal made by Ombudsman J. Jansons to close
Roma classes at Ventspils Evening Secondary School and Kuldīga Primary
School. Since the initiative pertained to two regional schools, the issue was
particularly extensively reflected in regional media, for example, in
newspapers Ventas Balss and Kurzemnieks. Internet news portal have mainly
used the materials prepared by news agency as the basis for their articles and
reflect the Ombudsman’s position; the regional media, however, have
analysed the issue more extensively, inter alia, reflecting opinions of local
government institutions, schools and, on some occasions, also those of
parents;

Examples:

Source: Ventas Balss, 20.03.2014.

3

Source: http://www.kasjauns.lv/ru/novosti/118119/pravozaschitnik-ciganskie-klassi-v-shkolah-nuzhnolikvidirovatj

Source: http://www.tvnet.lv/zinas/regionos/476294-kuldiga_slegs_etniskas_klases

-

reflecting the cycle of discussions organised by the Society Integration
Foundation about Roma education in regions of Latvia. In this respect an
article by correspondent Dace Kokarēviča of Latvijas Avīze should be in
particular highlighted – “Encouraging not only Roma children, but also
Parents to Learn”, which alongside main conclusions of regional discussions
comprised also more extensive information about Roma education in Latvia
(including the problem of illiteracy) and project of organisation “ADRA
Latvija”, as well as “boxes” with facts, comments and references.
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Examples:

Source:
http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/latvija/zinas/mekles-risinajumus-romu-veiksmiigakaiiekljaushanai-izgliitiiba.a73134/

Source: Ventas Balss, 13.03.2014.

Source: Dace Kokareviča, Mudina mācīties ne vien čigānu bērnus, bet arī vecākus, [Encouraging not
only Roma children, but also Parents to Learn] 08.04.2014., accessible: http://www.la.lv/kam-tevskola-jastrada-%E2%80%A9/

-

pointing to the low level of education (including illiteracy) as one of the
causes of high unemployment level among Roma and social problems.
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Examples:

Source: http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/latvija/zinas/analfabetisms.a97590/

2) Proposal made by N. Rudevičs, head of the association of Latvian Roma,
to set up special Roma villages (17 publications/ news items and 8 TV/ radio
stories), which are designated in media publications as ‘Gypsy kolchozs’ or
‘Gypsy work-villages’. In these publications media mainly quote the author of
the idea, heads of some local governments, with whom this idea has been
discussed, the Ombudsman and experts. Some media point to the
Ombudsman’s contradictory position, who “was weeding out of Latvia’s
schools Roma classes, believing that they facilitated segregation, division of
children on the basis of ethnic principle”, but supports isolation of Roma in
separate villages believing that “for Roma it is important to keep the life-style
of camping people, of tabors and showing it to broader society, which would
decrease negative prejudices against the Roma community and would increase
educational and employment opportunities for the Roma community”.6

6

Imants Vīksne, Čigānu kolhozi – labi, čigānu skola – slikti, Neatkarīgā Rīta Avize, 11.12.2013,
accessible: http://nra.lv/latvija/107675-ciganu-kolhozi-labi-ciganu-skola-slikti.htm
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Examples:

Source: http://nra.lv/latvija/107675-ciganu-kolhozi-labi-ciganu-skola-slikti.htm

Source
http://www.delfi.lv/news/national/politics/latvija-grib-izveidot-vairakus-ciganu-darbaciematus.d?id=43882156

It is important that some media had made the effort to find out also the opinion of the
Roma community itself regarding the idea about intended villages, without limiting
themselves only to the assessment provided by the author of the idea and some
experts.
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Source:
http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/latvija/zinas/vai-chigani-latvija-gribetu-dziivot-atsevishkjosvinjiem-buvetos.a72611/

3) Introduction of a new initiative for Latvia– specially trained Roma
mediators – in regions of Latvia (9 publications/ news items and 4 TV/ radio
stories).
Examples:

Source:
http://www.jelgavasvestnesis.lv/page/9&news_id=25479?qpage=7&action=vote_archive&id=127

8

Source:
http://lat2.mixnews.lv/lv/eksluzivi/33071_ciganu-apvienosanai-un-socializesanai-darbosiesmediatori

Likewise, media extensively presented the event organised by the Society Integration
Foundation in 2014 on the International Roma Day, when the Roma Holocaust
victims were honoured by floating flowers in the Daugava River (9 publications/ news
items and 6 TV/ radio stories).
Examples:

Source:
http://www.kasjauns.lv/lv/zinas/150493/godinot-romu-holokausta-cietusos-daugava-palaizziedus-foto

9

It is important to note that all the aforementioned issues were included on the media
agenda either because they were advanced by a public official (for example, the issue
of closing Roma classes) or a community leader (for example, idea of establishing
Roma villages), or because at a certain time projects were implemented and informing
about particular activities is an indispensable part of project publicity (for example,
projects of the Society Integration Foundation or the Centre for Education Initiatives).
Thus, it can be concluded that if during the period of monitoring such initiatives or
projects had not been implemented, then media would have paid attention to Roma
issues comparatively rarely and it would have been limited to separate culture events
(for example, M. Naumova’s musical performance Romani Rat or The Roma Night,
which was extensively reflected in media: more than 10 articles/ news items in
national and regional media and at least 5 TV stories), crime news and reports by
international groups mentioning Roma among other most vulnerable groups.
In the monitoring period only some cases were identified, when apart from
discussions about establishing Roma villages or Roma’s low education level media
focused upon issues of Roma daily life or social issues. Thus, newspaper Ventas
Balss, responding to residents’ complaints, tried to clarify, whether, indeed, Roma
children were the ones not letting their neighbours live in peace: “I believe that
people with different mentalities cannot live in the same house,” Vicinska tells. She
believes that Roma do not talk among themselves, but shout, and that they never close
the door, bur regularly bang it. At night children go roller-skating, ride bikes in the
corridor. At around midnight that’s the only thing one can hear. “They have two
meter apartment, but they gallop one to another, the women tell.” In winter disorder
in halls is the problem, but in warm weather windows cannot be kept open because
children play below, and the noise is said to be intolerable.” (Megija Zakalovska,
„Mana brīvība beidzas tur, kur sākas tava”, [My freedom ends, where yours begins.]
Ventas Balss, 03.07.2013).
Jēkabpils’ newspaper Brīvā Daugava, in turn, reports on a case, when Ltd. “Jēkabpils
ūdens” refused to install water pipe in two houses inhabited by Roma families: “We
were made to understand indirectly that Gypsies could not be trusted. I do not tell
fortunes, I do not beg, I earn my bread honestly, working as a caregiver in Jēkabpils
social service. My sister’s family and we hoped that finally we would be able to use
the services of water main and sewage, but now – nothing. We have understood that
the opinion prevails that Gypsies can do without it, and that there are no guarantees
that we are going to use this service. I believe that this is discrimination, judging
about a person by nationality” (Inese Zone, “Mums ūdensvadu negrib ievilkt, jo esam
čigāni” [The do not want to install a water-pipe, because we are Gypsies], Brīvā
Daugava, 24.01.2014).
Roma’s poor living conditions have been highlighted also in the story about Mailo:
“All neighbours tell that Mailo has three children. He has started stealing rather
recently, when financial situation became worse… This is the house, where once
Mailuss used to live, now a woman with three children lives here. “There’s no light.
No toilet, no water either. And they don’t give me residence declaration. (..) Children
are afraid. All kind coming at night, I do not open the door, I don’t know, who they
are. The children are not going to school either. The teacher phoned me today, that
the child should go to school, how can he go to school, if all kinds coming here at
night, bothering us,” Žanna, a resident of Sloka, tells.” (Zanda Balode-Ozola, Mailo
10

– vīrietis, kurš visu mūžu dzīvo bez dokumentiem, [Mailo, a man, who has been living
the whole of his life without documents] 05.09.2013, accessible:
http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/cilvekstasti/zinas/mailo--viirietis-kursh-visu-muzhudziivo-bez-dokumentiem.a64632/).

Source: http://www.bdaugava.lv/zinas/mums-udensvadu-negrib-ievilkt-jo-esam-cigani/

Though much less frequently than previously, nevertheless, media still foreground
Roma as offenders (for example, indicating in the headline of an article and/ or
introductory text the ethnicity of the probable offender), thus reinforcing the negative
perception existing in society of Roma as criminals. The commentaries published
below these news items prove it. If a person belonging to another ethnic group has
committed a crime, then the probable nationality of the offender most often is not
mentioned and both the police and the media indicate only the gender and, sometimes,
the age. The trend to point to Roma as offenders can be observed also in 2015, when
at least 5 cases like this were identified. In all cases the Latvian Centre for Human
Rights has contacted the portals or news agencies requesting them to remove the
particular information from the title or reference to the offender’s nationality in the
content. In all cases editorial offices have responded to the request.

11

Examples:

Source:http://www.delfi.lv/news/national/criminal/tris-romi-ventspili-aplaupasirmgalvi.d?id=43805036

Source: http://nra.lv/latvija/riga/120568-policija-bridina-par-diviem-romu-tautibas-krapniekiem.htm

Source: http://tv5.skaties.lv/zhut-i-smrad-tsyigane-vyikidyivayut-v-musorniki-vnutrennosti-ovets/

Source: tvnet.lv, 25.03.2015.
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Even though media, possibly, thus want to warn inhabitants about danger, by
providing more or less accurate information about offenders (Roma, thus, different in
appearance)7:
“We believe that the police, by revealing certain features of the offender – “a
woman of Roma nationality” – has given to society the possibility to detect
and prevent possible threats coming from the concrete person”8,
at the same time identification like this ascribes condemnable behaviour to the whole
ethnic group. Human Rights Commissioner of the Council of Europe (CoE) Nils
Muižnieks has also underscored: “Although the Roma are no more inclined to
criminal behavior than anybody else, media insistence on mentioning ethnicity in
news reports gives credence to the myth that Roma are by nature criminals. This is not
only false, but also dangerous as it risks heightening the already tense relations
between the Roma and the majority population all over Europe.”9 The Code of Ethics
of Journalists’ Association also provides: “2.7. A journalist shall abstain from
mentioning a person’s ethnic origin, nationality, profession, political opinion,
religious beliefs or sexual orientation, if these details have no meaning in the
particular context, in particular, if reference to such facts might seem insulting.”10
Several international human rights and media organisations have also urged to abstain
from referring to nationality in news headlines and texts, unless the nationality is of
essential importance in the context of the particular event. It is essential that also in
those cases, where the nationality has been indicated by the primary source of a news
item (in the cases mentioned in examples – the police), media have the obligation and
responsibility to assess the particular case and to publish only that information, which
is of essential importance in the concrete event.
Case study:
On 2 July 2014 the Latvian Centre for Human Rights received a complaint from a
leader of Roma NGO about an article published in spoki.lv on 02.07.2014. spoki.lv
“An Insurance Agent Murdered in Kandava”, the author of which, using a pseudonym
Laizietis, tells about a murder of a woman in the centre of Kandava. The article ends
with the words: “according to unofficial information, it is known that it had been a
deaf-and-dumb Gypsy, ~ 25 years. I believe that this race/ species should be
exterminated. They have caused only problems for us!!!”.

7
Ilze Šulmane, Sergejs Kruks, Neiecietības izpausmes un iecietības veicināšana Latvijā, 75.lpp.
accessible: http://cilvektiesibas.org.lv/site/record/docs/2012/07/13/neiec_laikr_txt.pdf

8

Answer to an application by the Latvian Centre for Human Rights to an internet portal, in
which LCHR requested removing from the headline and the content of a particular news item
the reference to the ethnicity of the possible offender.
9

Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights (2013), Irresponsible media reporting on Roma
propagates negative myths, accessible: http://www.coe.int/en/web/commissioner/-/irresponsiblemedia-reporting-on-roma-propagates-negative-myths?inheritRedirect=true
10
Latvijas Žurnālistu asociācija, Ētikas kodekss, accessible: http://www.latvijaszurnalisti.lv/etikaskomisija/etikas-kodekss/
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The portal offers the possibility to report; however, it can be used only by registered
users. Following a conversation with the editor-in-chief of spoki.lv, this particular text
was removed. On the following day the whole article was also removed.

Are there positive practice examples?
Some cases should be mentioned as examples of positive practice, when
individualised representatives of the Roma community tell the audience about
their life and their (the community’s) problems, making the reader delve deeper
into them, show differential or discriminating treatment of concrete people or the
community in general, encountered in reality, but perhaps they, in their own practice,
have not experienced it. Publications like these significantly expand the range of
sources (not relying solely upon opinion of experts and various institutions), allowing
representatives of the group themselves define their problems and to substantiate
them. Such stories create a better understanding of the community’s the nature and
customs and of their impact upon actions of members of the concrete group (for
example, “Our men are accustomed to women always being at home, everything
being in perfect order. Men dominate in the family, they will never do household
chores – they will never sew or do the dishes. That is why many Gypsy women are not
even considering the possibility of living the kitchen and going to work,”11), as well as
make them reconsider some myths and generalisations that have taken root in public
perception of Roma (for example, about the power of Roma curses, about the mystical
abilities of this nation12). It is important that in these stories representatives of the
Roma community are shown not solely in the context of cultural traditions (thus
reinforcing the widely spread positive stereotype that all Roma sing and dance
11

Raivis Bahšteins, Kā ķēdīte romiem kaklā, Zemgales Ziņas, 28.11.2013.
Dainis Krauklis, Čigānu lāsta spēks – mistika vai realitāte?, 14.09.2013, accessible:
http://www.kasjauns.lv/lv/zinas/129753/romu-lastu-speks--mistika-vai-realitate
12
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beautifully) or criminal offences (thus affirming the negative stereotypes prevailing in
society about Roma as thieves or drug dealers), but in various socio-economic roles –
as successful teachers, businessmen or lawyers, who are actively involved in public
activities alongside their everyday work.
Examples:

Source: Kristīna Putinceva, Romu tautai nav vidusceļa [Roma people do not have the middle road to
take], 14.10.2013, accessible: http://www.diena.lv/latvija/zinas/romu-tautai-nav-viduscela-14028611

Source: Megija Zakalovska, Mācīt citus – tā ir īpaša sajūta [Teaching other – that’s a special feeling],
Ventas Balss, 28.11.2014.
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Source: Raivis Bahšteins, Kā ķēdīte romiem kaklā [Like a chain around Roma necks], Zemgales Ziņas,
28.11.2013.

Likewise, a programme “Roma in Latvia” in the cycle of programmes “Files of
Latvia”, produced by LNT, should be positively foregrounded, 43 minutes of the
programme give an insight into Roma history, culture and traditions, which have been
practiced for centuries, as well as through stories of concrete people created
awareness of the public attitude and the main challenges linked to education,
employment and social issues.

Source: Latvijas faili, Čigāni Latvijā, [Files of Latvia. Gypsies in Latvia] 06.04.2013, accessible:
http://www.tvplay.skaties.lv/parraides/latvijas-faili/305477

Who speaks about these topics?
Analysis of articles and publications, as well as of TV and radio stories shows that
Roma issues predominantly are discussed by representatives of various state (Ministry
of Culture, Ombudsman’s Bureau, State Employment Agency, etc.) and local
government (city council, education board, social service, education institutions,
16

police, etc.) institutions, as well as some NGO experts working with Roma issues
(mainly, the Centre for Education Initiatives and the Latvian Centre for Human
Rights). The heads of two Roma institutions are most often speaking on behalf of the
Roma community – Normunds Rudēvičs (Latvian National Society of Gypsy Culture)
and Dainis Krauklis (Association for Society Integration Alternativas). In regional
media also Roma mediators working in Latvia, as well as representatives of the Roma
community, living in various cities, express their opinion more frequently than in the
national media.

What designations are used?
The main issue leading to discussions both among journalists and Internet
commentators is: “Which term to use – Gypsies or Roma?” In some cases
journalists begin an interview or a story with this question. Thus both terms are used
in media publications/ stories, sometimes together, perhaps to avoid unnecessary
misunderstandings. Even though representatives of the community themselves note
that the majority call themselves Gypsies and that in everyday conversations and in
media both terms can be used, at the same time they also admit that Roma sounds
more neutral and that over time the simple folk name “Gypsies” has become
unpleasant and offensive.
Examples:

Source: Dace Kokareviča, Mudina mācīties ne vien čigānu bērnus, bet arī vecākus, [Encouraging not
only Roma children, but also Parents to Learn] 08.04.2014, accessible: http://www.la.lv/kam-tev-skolajastrada-%E2%80%A9/

“We have Gypsy Society in Riga. Even though experts on ethnic issues tell us that, in
principle, it has a slightly negative tinge to it and that’s why it would be more correct
to call Gypsies Roma. Well, in any case, be them Gypsies or Roma, the story about
their own thoughts on it, about how to call them and how they should live, is
interesting.”
Source: 4. studija, Vai čigāni Latvijā grib dzīvot atsevišķos viņiem būvētos ciematos?, [Do the Gypsies
in Latvia want to live in separate villages, purpose-built for them?] 19.12.2013, accessible:
http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/latvija/zinas/vai-chigani-latvija-gribetu-dziivot-atsevishkjos-vinjiembuvetos.a72611/
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Source: Pieci.lv, Vai romiem jeb čigāniem ir vienādas iespējas?, 09.04.2014, accessible:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vtYP9ee9300&list=UUiep7kkAhRq3hzO4hKQFRGw

The question, how media in their material designate representatives of the Roma
community that they interview, is also important, for example, whether only the
name, surname, position is used (for example, High Commissioner of the
International Romani Union Normunds Rudevičs or “Mareks Igants, who serves as a
minister in a number of Lutheran congregations in Kurzeme and also works at the
Talsi primary school …”) … or some kind of designation that characterizes the
person is added. However, in those cases, when journalist have chosen not to
characterize a person in greater detail (for example, “Ramona – illiterate” or “Dana
Didžus, a Roma woman with higher education and a permanent job”13), it is
important to consider, why exactly this designation is used (what its importance in the
context of the particular publication/ story is and what they want to say by it), whether
the designation is not offensive to the person and whether the journalist would use this
designation when speaking about those belonging to his own group.
Examples:

P.S. This picture was used as an illustration for a concrete publication.
13

Raivis Bahšteins, Kā ķēdīte romiem kaklā, Zemgales Ziņas, 28.11.2013.
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Source: 4.studija, 38 gadu vecumā neprot lasīt un audzina bērnus bez grāmatām, [Aged 38, unable to
read
and
brings
up
her
children
without
books]
10.09.2014,
accessible:
http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/latvija/zinas/analfabetisms.a97590/

Source: Dace Kokareviča, Mudina mācīties ne vien čigānu bērnus, bet arī vecākus, [Encouraging not
only Roma children, but also Parents to Learn] 08.04.2014, accessible: http://www.la.lv/kam-tevskola-jastrada-%E2%80%A9/

Source: Māra Grīnberga, Naida runa – cik aktuāli tas ir Jēkabpilī, mūsu dienās?, [Hate speech – how
topical is it in Jēkabils in our times?] Jaunais Vēstnesis, 05.09.2014.

What kind of headlines and visual images are used?
The headline, introductory text, image and music of the material are the first to attract
a reader’s or the viewer’s/ listener’s attention, at the same time also forming the
emotional subtext. A journalist uses these to attract as extensive public attention as
possible, thus often forgetting to consider, whether the chosen headline, introductory
text or the images used are appropriate for the content of the prepared material. The
media news headlines tell us that “Цыганских детей поместят в инкубатор”
(Gypsy children will be placed in incubators. Admittedly, the media headline is
derived from a title of the project that the media describes – “Integration Incubator for
the Support of Roma Children and Youth”), “Жуть и смрад: цыгане выкидывают
в мусорники внутренности овец” (Terror and Stench: Gypsies Throw Sheep
Intestines into Waste Containers), even though on the following day the media outlet
is no longer convinced that Gypsies are to blame for this: “Так кто же
выбрасывает в мусорники Яунциемса внутренности овец?”14 (Who, after all, is
throwing sheep intestines in Jaunciems waste containers?”), as well as “At Iļģuciems
Prison Roma Inmates will be Learning Human Communication Skills”15.
Examples:

14

Source: http://tv5.skaties.lv/tak-kto-zhe-vyibrasyivaet-v-musorniki-yauntsiemsa-vnutrennosti-ovets/
Gatis Kristovskis, Iļģuciema cietumā romu tautības ieslodzītās mācīsies cilvēcīgas saskarsmes
iemaņas, LETA, 03.03.2015.
15
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Source http://www.grani.lv/daugavpils/40055-cyganskih-detey-pomestyat-v-inkubator.html

Source: http://tv5.skaties.lv/zhut-i-smrad-tsyigane-vyikidyivayut-v-musorniki-vnutrennosti-ovets/

Source: Raivis Bahšteins, Kā ķēdīte romiem kaklā, [Like a chain around Roma necks ]Zemgales
Ziņas, 28.11.2013.

Source: http://satori.lv/raksts/6223/Pauls_Bankovskis/Eita_ciganos_eita_negeros
However, the visual presentation is more expressive than headlines of materials;
these are images and TV material, which, irrespectively of the content of the material,
most often depict Latvian Roma as people dressed in magnificent costumes, singing
and dancing, or, quite to the contrary, impoverished people, sitting around a fire or
living in slums. And it is of no importance, whether the material is about Roma
education problems or the idea to establish Roma villages. This approach can be
observed, in particular, in Internet portals and TV, whereas printed media most often
use photos taken by themselves or real scenes from Latvia. Pictures/ videos with horse
carts and suspicious looking men in sweatpants are also indispensable. Likewise,
media (TV in particular) favour scenes from theatre performances. In view of the fact
that the Latvian Roma community is not visually outstanding in everyday life and
they do not wear traditional Roma costumes, the Internet media and TV, to create a
more vivid impression and to attract the attention of readers/ viewers, most often use
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photos or filmed materials produced by foreign news agencies. It must be noted that
in some cases media use the same photos to illustrate articles with different content.
By this a media outlet not only distorts the existing reality, but also creates a reader’s
and viewer’s emotional subtext (fear, dislike, or, just to the contrary, reinforces the
belief that Roma know nothing else, but how to sing and dance).

Examples:

Source: PBK Rīta ziņas, Tiesībsargs pieprasa slēgt Ventspils vakara vidusskolas čigānu klases, [PBK
Morning news. The Ombudsman demands closure of Gypsy classes at Ventspils Evening Secondary
School] 04.07.2013.

Source: http://www.kasjauns.lv/lv/zinas/169619/valmiera-atklas-resursu-centru-ciganu-berniem

The same photo has been used also to illustrate at least two articles in the same portal
and one article in Tvnet.lv (see the last picture):
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Source:
http://www.tvnet.lv/zinas/latvija/505001biedriba_romi_ir_viena_no_visvairak_diskriminacijai_paklautajam_grupam_latvija

A reader of the portal has also recognised this picture as being incompatible with the
content of the news item:
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A picture with a horse cart illustrates at least four different articles:
• Researcher: Roma in Latvia want to become involved, not to become
integrated, accessible: http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/latvija/zinas/petnieks-romilatvija-velas-nevis-integreties-bet-gan-iesaistiit.a63780/
• Media: the Swedish police has set up “a Gypsy register”, accessible:
http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/arzemes/zinas/mediji-zviedrijas-policijaizveidojusi-chiganu-regjistru.a65996/
• Scandal with regard to Roma register investigated in Sweden, accessible:
http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/arzemes/zinas/zviedrija-izmekle-romu-regjistraskandalu.a66518/
• EU states consider implementing united policy towards Roma, accessible:
http://www.lsm.lv/lv/raksts/arzemes/zinas/es-valstis-apsver-ieviest-vienotupolitiku-pret-romiem.a76270/
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What does society think?
Public opinion polls show that Roma is among those societal groups that are subject
to public prejudices the most. Eurobarometer data show that 64% of Latvia’s
inhabitants recognise that the Roma is a group of people subject to the risk of
discrimination and that society would benefit from integrating Roma better (54%).
However, assessing the effectiveness of measures for integrating Roma that have been
implemented in the state (in the fields of education, health care, housing and
employment), the majority of Latvia’s inhabitants or 39% have noted that the
measures implemented thus far have not been effective, whereas 26% have assessed
these as being moderately effective. 8% of respondents hold the opinion that no
efforts have been made in Latvia in this field. Even though for the majority of
Latvia’s inhabitants (48%) it would be acceptable if their children had Roma children
as classmates, nevertheless a comparatively large number of respondents (26%) have
admitted that such practice would not be acceptable.16
A survey of inhabitants of Riga shows that 3.8% of inhabitants of Riga would agree to
be in contact with Roma, up to being close relatives, in marriage; 6.5% – as a close
friend; 19.5% – as neighbours; 5.7% as a colleague at work place; 43.8% – as a
permanent resident of the state; 9.8% – as a tourist. Whereas 10.2% consider that
Roma should not be admitted into the state, but 0.7% could not provide an answer to
the question.17
Analysis of comments added to the publications leads to the conclusion that these are
predominantly negative and full of stereotypes, not infrequently balancing on the fine
line between the freedom of speech and hate speech. Very often comments are not
linked to the content of the particular material, but just express a general negative or
offensive opinion. Sometimes references to folk songs are used. However, it must be
admitted that in these comments also cases are observed, when readers are looking for
counter arguments (mentioning their own experience) to refute the negative
assessment and judgements. Commentators have also assessed as positive those
publications, which had been prepared by representatives of the Roma community
themselves, or which had told not about general problems that Roma encounter, but
about concrete individuals and their experience.
Examples 18:
•

antičigāns 19.07.2014, 18:02 [anti-gypsy]

No support for those giaours, they are everywhere anyway, like pestilence.
•

KNIPINA 22.07.2014, 04:59

16

Eiropas Komisija (2012. gada novembris) Diskriminācija ES 2012. gadā. Accessible:
http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_393_fact_lv_lv.pdf
17
SKDS, Sabiedrības integrācija Rīgā. Rīgas iedzīvotāju aptauja. 2014. gada maijs. Accessible:
http://www.iksd.riga.lv/upload_file/Sports_pievienotie/0_2014/09_2014/Atskaite_Riga_IKSD_052014
.pdf
18
In all comments the original spelling has been retained, including style and grammar mistakes.
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Hello to everybody read your comments, and I tell you I myself am a Gypsy and it is
disgusting to read. I have worked in one job for 10 years, I have a Latvian neighbour, and I
have not seen a greater swine then her, drunkard, thief, very disorderly, does not use the toilet,
goes in the shower, and now think is it only Gypsies that have like that? Young people
passing the house, decide they want to pee, take out their things and let it go right there and
that is normal and, Latvians, do not throw all Gypsies together.

•

neroms 19.07.2013 20:39 [Non-Roma]

"... to build several Gypsy villages, where representatives of this nation could live and
successfully integrate in society” – burst my sides laughing.
1. NEVER have I seen ANY working Gypsy
2. Gypsies are vagabonds, have never lived in one particular place, except if they can steal
there non-stop.
3. Express my deepest condolences to people living in Madona region. Together with that
crazy gang of savages their life will be worse than hell.
•

Jelgavnieks 19.07.2013 21:09 [Man from Jelgava]

neroms 19.07.2013 20:39 [Non-Roma]
"... to build several Gypsy villages, where representatives of this nation could live and
successfully integrate in society” - burst my sided laughing.
1. NEVER have I seen ANY working Gypsy
==================
You are talking total nonsense. There is a Gypsy diaspora in Jelgava, and many work. I don’t
know, if all of them do, it seems – not.
But if a ghetto will be made for them, this will not be their integration but separation. And
then they will have the opportunity to lament about discrimination and demand money from
Europe for being “victims”. It seems that this is the plan.

• Vārds [Name]
A Gypsy taught me
His wise advice
Trade horses in markets,
Steal lambs in bushes!

• ei tu nost! [get lost!]
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Gypsies only want to steal and make children. That is their so-called culture, and then money
should be given and houses should be built for them! Where does such parasitizing has come
from!
•

māris
To train the Gypsies to work and not to steal is the same as to train a lion in a forest to
be a herbivore, and a hare to be a carnivore.

•

09.12.2013 10:28

The only thing that they are going to produce there –DRUGS. And pack them in small bags…
And after having sold them, they will sing-and-dance and make merry, most probably,
together with you, esteemed politicians, because you will sing-and-dance and make merry,
counting the EU money that will land in your pockets … Don’t take us as being such idiots.
We are still alive and not totally degraded.
 ма 22 августа 2013 г. 17:11
Nobody hinders them from learning and working normally. There are entrepreneurs, athletes,
police officers among the Gypsies. No one hinders them, if you are honest, go and work, but
they don’t want to.
susis 16.09.2013 23:21
This article has been copied from the magazine “Patiesā dzīve”. The article is good, shows
how the things have been put into order, but no clarity. The author of the article – an
intelligent person, with excellent education, indeed, not only Roma, but also Latvians and
Russians could take him as model! It is easy to belittle a nationality! But to be excellent, to
prove oneself, that’s the level. The author of the article succeeded in it! Thank you!
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Appendix:
Diversity test or self-assessment questions regarding compatibility of the
prepared material (for example, an article, a story) with the principles for
promoting diversity.

•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Does the prepared material express my personal assumptions, stereotypes or
prejudices regarding the issues, stories, people or social groups, about which I
created the story/ article/ material or those existing in society?
Aren’t my questions worded in a biased way, as declaring my own or societal
prejudices, am I not trying to find answers that would confirm this opinion?
Doesn’t the information provided make rash generalisations, for example, by
ascribing concrete actions or negative individual behaviour to the whole social
group?
Do I refer to ethnic affiliation, race, age, gender, disability, religion, sexual
orientation and other features, using it as a means of identification, even it is in
no way related to the narrative?
Do I assess, before referring to particular features, whether belonging to a
concrete group is an essential information in the context as a whole?
Have the interviewees been chosen because they are competent in the
particular issue or because they would attract the audience’s attention?
Am I aware that a person, even being a very good expert, cannot be competent
in all issues?
Does the prepared material talk about the interests of all stakeholders and
comprise the opinion of all parties, also reflecting divergent opinions within
the group?
Did I allow representatives of social groups themselves to define their
problems and provide their reasoning? Are representatives of these groups
“the objects” or “the subjects” of the prepared material?
Am I able to perceive the statements by the interviewees from their position,
understand their vision, without judging it from the vantage point of my
opinion?
Isn’t the prepared material a look from the vantage point of only one culture?
Have I tried to find new information sources and to analyse not only
consequences, but also causes?
Does the headline, introductory text, images and music used are appropriate
for the content of the prepared material?
Am I aware of the power and emotional subtext of the images, words, sounds
and music that I have selected in preparing the material?
Do I dedicate sufficient amount of time for fact checking?
Do I verify, whether I use accurate terminology, for example, in designating
groups (does the group use and choose this a term when talking about itself) or
processes?
Would I have prepared the material in a similar way about “my own” people
or those belonging to my group?
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•

Am I aware that the material prepared by me will influence not only the
audience’s opinion, but also the lives of people shown in the material?
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